
DJI M300 RTK For
Utilities Inspection
A Case Study With Keltbray
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Doubling Inspection Efficiency

Keltbray - a leading specialist engineering business and
provider of overhead powerline and substation services - is
using the M300 RTK and its suite of payloads to transform
the way it conducts powerline inspections.

The drone has enabled Keltbray to:

Double the efficiency of condition-based inspections.

Reduce carbon emissions by almost 50%.

Conduct electricity inspections without shutting down
the network or critical infrastructure.

Benefit from drone mapping to enhance mission
planning, combat challenges faced with traditional
methods, and streamline team-wide communication.

Collect better quality data, safer than before.

Use DJI Terra software to build detailed and highly-
accurate models.
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What Keltbray Is Using For Its Workflows

M300 RTK: DJI's leading commercial drone
platform, with an IP45 rating, up to 55 minutes of
flight time, 8km transmission distance (CE), and the
ability to carry up to three payloads simultaneously.

H20T: Quad-sensor with thermal, zoom, wide-angle
and laser rangefinder. Also comes with features
such as AI Spotcheck and High-res Grid Photo.    

P1: A 45MP full-frame photogrammetry camera,
ideal for capturing high-resolution imagery for
detailed 3D models and orthomosaics.    

L1: Plug-and-play LiDAR sensor with 20MP
photogrammetry camera. Highly efficient, supports
triple returns, and real-time point cloud generation.

Terra: Drone software package for an end-to-end
mapping solution .
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"Innovation is at the forefront of our
business and drones are the future, bringing
so many benefits to our operations and
enabling us to gain a competitive edge.

"Through a relatively small investment,
drones provide an efficient and effective
way of understanding the remaining
lifespan of aging assets and determining
investment programmes. They also reduce
business risks and costs, enable us to
access and develop new market places,
and increase overall safety within high-risk
environments which naturally drives
efficiency during projects." 

Gordon Cranston
Project Construction Manager
Keltbray Energy
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Automated Inspections

The M300 RTK and H20T have smart features to
enable automated inspection missions, enabling
repeatable and highly-accurate data collection.

For instance, Keltbray is benefiting from the High-Res
Grid Photo function, which frames an area of interest
in wide camera view before the zoom camera
automatically captures a set of 20MP images of the
area. 

These images are stored together with an overview
image that can be viewed in greater detail, helping to
facilitate precise and highly-detailed inspection.

In the example on the left, it took Keltbray just 60
seconds to create this composite image of a pylon -
consisting of 35 individual high-res grid images.

Keltbray used the high-resolution data to spot a
damaged earth braid on this pylon.
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Doubling Inspection Efficiency

The drone and H20T has transformed the way 
 Keltbray conducts condition-based assessments,
replacing a once time-consuming, labour-intensive
and high-risk process with a quick, safe, data-rich
and digitised alternative.

Traditionally, Keltbray could inspect three electricity
towers in a day, but the M300 RTK now helps the
team inspect six per day.

The H20T has a 23× hybrid optical zoom and 200×
max zoom. These images demonstrate how effective
this can be for inspecting critical infrastructure from
afar - with the zoomed-in image showing a detuning
spacer - captured from 260 metres away (highlighted
by the orange circle, bottom image).

The level and clarity of the zoom removes the need
to deploy costly all-terrain vehicles - such as an
argocat - reduces inspection time, and stops staff
having to work at height or clamber over difficult
terrain. It also helps to identify rust, tiny defects or
loosening bolts in great detail.
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Detecting Defects With Thermal Imaging

The H20T has a radiometric thermal sensor with a
resolution of 640 x 512 and frame rate of 30fps.

Thermal imaging enables Keltbray to spot defects or
heat abnormalities to help prevent fires that can
occur as a result of failures in powerlines. Early
identification of defects is important.

And the graphic shows how the H20T identified an
overheating cable joint (bottom image): A defect not
visible during the visual inspection (top image).

Both thermal and visual inspections can be
conducted while keeping the asset live.

Gordon says: “Typically, we would need to turn off
the power to keep our team safe while they were
conducting the inspection - at height.

"But the drone enables us to inspect the network
from afar, without boots on the ground and keeping
the electricity supply live."
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Drone Photogrammetry For Powerline Inspection

Keltbray is deploying the 45MP P1 photogrammetry camera, in conjunction with the DJI Terra software package,
to build 'highly-accurate and highly-detailed' georeferenced virtual site maps and models, which can be quickly
shared with stakeholders, subcontractors and clients.

These can be used to obtain deeper understanding of terrain, slopes, gradients and assets of an inspection area
to help with pre-flight planning and operational requirements.

This information can also provide great insight into potential project risks such as access routing issues, water
management (runoff), and early identification of environmental constraints.
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Drone LiDAR For Utilities

Kelbtray is utilising the L1 LiDAR sensor and DJI Terra to combat traditional challenges associated with powerline
construction planning. 

The L1 makes LiDAR affordable and accessible and generates precise position data to align BIM designs, road
vector maps and satellite imagery, and enables measurements between powerlines and vegetation.

Gordon says: "We have been really impressed with the L1-Terra combination. DJI Terra has created dense
coloured point clouds, extremely quickly, and with 2cm accuracy in some areas.” 
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M300 RTK: The Weatherproof Drone

The M300 RTK is a rugged solution, with IP45 rating
and an operating temperature range from -20°C to
50°C.

Gordon says: “We're really impressed with how the
drone and camera perform in the rain. They have
handled the conditions extremely well, with no
issues, and the quality of the imagery was
phenomenal."

The M300 RTK is also hardened against
electromagnetic interference from high-voltage lines.

Gordon says: “We operated the drone at a major
pylon at the Kincardine crossing in Scotland, which
operates at around 275,000 volts. We engaged the
drone’s distance lock and the aircraft was completely
stable and it sat exactly where it should do with no
deviation. It made a big difference." 
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heliguy™: Your Drone Partner

Drone Supply And Support

Free consultancy; Vast inventory of stock for instant
supply, scaling and immediate swap outs; Drone rental;
Global network of industry partners; Service level
agreements; Next-day delivery; Finance options; IATA
Certified to globally ship high-power batteries by air .

Drone Training

CAA-approved courses; Online training; 3,000+
candidates taught; Closed courses and industry-specific
training; CPD courses; Industry application courses;
Streamlined Operations Manual creation and renewal;
OSC consultancy; Handover days; Lifetime support. 

In-house DJI-approved Repair Centre

Crash support and repairs management; Instant
replacement of dead on arrival products, including over-
the-phone fault diagnosis and free returns/replacements
of faulty items; Warranty repairs/replacements at no
extra cost; Firmware support; Data analysis and
resolution with the manufacturer.
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“We couldn’t ask for much more from
Heliguy. The support, advice, and service
we have received has been second to
none.”

Gordon Cranston
Project Construction Manager
Keltbray Energy



Contact us to buy the M300 RTK drone solution. 

E: info@heliguy.com
T: 0191 296 1024
W: www.heliguy.com 


